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We all need something to look 
forward to, to raise our spirits in the 
ongoing economic gloom. Perhaps
the Olympics in 2012 will provide such
levity, but there has been much disap-
pointment regarding ticket availability
and I wonder if you were successful 
in applying for any? I wasn’t but my 
husband was - the only person I know
to be so fortunate in the draw. So we
will be heading for a 45 minute slot of
synchronised swimming! 

Now I’m no expert, but I do admire
the skill and am intrigued to visit the
new Aquatics Centre for the Olympics.
I look forward to it being open to the
public after the games have finished!
My reason - well swimming is the only
sport I can claim to enjoy doing. I’m
not particularly good at it, but I find 
it relaxing and I’m acutely aware of
the need to exercise for my ongoing
health. My challenge of late though,
has been to find a swimming pool in
London that was long enough and
had graduated steps into the water - 
I can no longer climb in and out on
those vertical contraptions! 

I finally found a lovely 25 metre 
pool in a hotel on the South Bank but
to use it one has to join the entire
gym. I decided to ‘give it a go’ in 
the hope it would really spur me into
trying harder - a must since a recent
admonishment over my weight at a
hospital follow up! 

So I went to join and upon entering
the lobby found myself amidst a large
party of ladies in evening gowns look-
ing stunning. I thought it strange they
were all so tall until I saw a sign wel-
coming the Miss World contestants
who were staying there and they were
on their way to a charity ball. So I 
entered the gym reception to ask
about joining, feeling even shorter 
and wider than ever! 

This last week they have had
guests involved in the Association 
of Tennis Professionals (ATP) champi-
onships being played at the O2. As a
fully-fledged gym member now, what

an incentive to keep visiting daily, in
the hope I’d see a Djokovic, Nadal,
Federer or Murray. My luck wasn’t in,
but I got plenty of lengths completed
in the attempt! 

As I was swimming up and down
yesterday, I daydreamed about how
wonderful it would be to invent an 
exercise machine that you used, with 
a surface in front of you that you
could make a card on at the same
time - now that would get me in the
gym section! The concept would
probably be a challenge but my love
of the craft is hardly calorie burning. 

I’m trying to restrain myself, only
allowing the cards to be made after
I’ve had my swim. So far I’m manag-
ing, and starting to feel all the better
for it and the production is as good 
as ever, perhaps even improved, as 
I’m trying to make some batches 
to give as gifts. This comes after 
the success of a recent present of 
40 cards all in different blue fabric 
designs which became invitations for 
the Bat Mitzvah of a good friend’s
daughter held in New York. They 
apparently went down a storm and
many guests have turned them into
keepsake mementoes. 

I’ve recently discovered the joy of
die-cutting and am delighted to see 
a great new selection of Spellbinders
on the website, they are beautiful
quality products and work so well! 

The addition of a selection of pretty
new heart cards and scalloped edge
cards means I am looking forward to
even more exciting card making in the
new year. These cards are perfect for
a variety of spring projects including
Valentine’s Day and Mother’s Day. 

I hope you all had a wonderful
Christmas and wish you all a very
Happy New Year.



Cupcake Creations
By Christine Robinson
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Pink Creative Papers: SR134P Gingham, SR072P
Texture, SR242P Vines and SR199P Stripes.

Glitter Board: GB02A4 Silver, GB04A4 White and
Mirri Card: MIR02CA4 Silver. 

Die-Cut Banner: CDS105G Silver/White Blank.

Gold Label Stickers: XL758U-02 Letters, 
XL632U-02 Narrow Borders, XL780U-02 Loopy
Borders and ZL793U-42 Dotty Borders.

Gems: GEM15 4mm Squares Assorted and 
GEM52 2mm Fuchsia.

Ribbon: MTR22-10 Rose, MTR42-00 Dotty Chic
and Dotty Bow: BOW05-19 Azalea.

Corner Rounding Scissors: CCU03.

Tracing Paper, Pencil, Craft Knife and Ruler.

Double Sided Tape and Sticky Fixers.

Card Mount: SCF01U-45 Hammer White x 2.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

All the papers on the background are cut to 17cm
in length. Cut the vine paper to 13.5cm wide, and use
the scissors to round the two right hand corners. Use
this piece as a base for layering the others onto. 

Cut any one of the scalloped edges from the 2nd
card to make a 15mm wide strip. Trim this to make a
11⁄2 scallop piece to fit above the panel and a 31⁄2 scal-
lop piece for below. Stick these onto the vine paper
with the straight edges at 60mm from the left edge.

Cut the pink texture paper to 24mm wide 
and stick alongside the straight edge of the 
scallops, then cut the gingham to 36mm 
wide and stick it to the left of the tex-
ture. Cut a 190mm length of dotty 
ribbon and cover the texture 
paper with it, sticking the ends 
at the back of the panel. 

Add a dotty glitter border 
to the right of the ribbon and 
two narrow silver borders over 
the gingham as shown. Stick this 
panel onto the card with the ging-
ham paper along the fold.

Run a loopy border around the 
background panel as shown, curving 
it around the rounded corners. 

Cut an 80mm square of texture paper and matt
onto: white card, vine paper, white glitter board and
silver mirri paper, cutting each layer 2mm larger than
the last. Stick this onto the card so the top and side
edges of the background panel are even.

Make a cupcake using striped paper for the base
and white glitter board for the top. Glue the two
pieces together overlapping as shown and mount 

onto the centre of the panel using sticky fixers. 

Cut 12cm of pink ribbon and make a loop, 
flatten the loop, and with the join at the 
back, wrap another short piece of ribbon 
over to make a big bow. Stick this to the 

front of the cake.

Matt the banner onto white ham-
mer card and silver glitter board, 

cutting each 2mm larger as before. 
Stick the ‘Mum’ lettering onto the 

banner and sticky fix in place on the 
card adding a dotty bow to the corner. 

Scatter some coloured square gems over 
the top of the cupcake. Add one tiny gem 

to the top and bottom scallop on the strip, 
and finish with two more on the banner.

Actual Size



Basket Of Blooms
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR078P Cream/Brown,
SR114P Pink/Purple, SR079P Dark Pink
and SR005P Pale Green.

Centura Card:
CNT111CA4 Pearl Lavender.

Mirri Paper: MIR07PA4 Purple.

Card: CEM03C Linen White.

Peel Off Stickers: 3 x XL315U-01 Flower 
Basket, XL465U-01 Mother’s Day, 
XL554U-01 Corners, ZL758U-56 Letters 
and ZL759U-56 Letters.

White Tag: TAG01C-52.

Organza Ribbon: MTR14-35 Purple.

Purple Thread.

Gems: GEM16 Mixed, GEM92 Purple 
and GEM58 Gold.

Peel-Off Pens: LUM01.

Scissors, Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.

Sticky Fixer Pads and Double Sided Tape. 

Silicone Adhesive: SG001 or ADH39.

Card Mount: SF06U-30 Smooth White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a panel of white linen card to 90 x 94mm and
stick a basket peel off very lightly to the centre. 

Without cutting the card, carefully cut the flowers
away from the handle and basket as shown by the
straight black lines (right). Carefully peel the whole
centre piece away. Press the handle and basket
firmly onto the white panel. Stick the centre piece 
you have just peeled away onto the pale green paper. 

Cut the green paper to the sticker edge trimming
off the bits of basket as shown by the green lines
(right), so you are left with just the flowers and leaves
on the green paper. On the white card you will now
have just the remains of the basket and handle, this
is used as a guide to assemble the layers onto.

Move on to the basket on the second sheet. While
the sticker is still on the sheet, cut the basket away
along the blue line (see the diagram on the next
page), take care to leave the flowers complete where
the red line joins the blue, as these will be used later. 

Using peel-off stickers as découpage 
can show them in a whole new light. In my
‘basket of blooms’ I have used printed pa-
pers for the colour to give a lovely shaded
look to the flowers and added some pretty,
sparkly gems to bring it all to life.

Actual Size
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VARIATION:

I’ve chosen oranges and yellows for this Easter
card using the same sticker, but without the handle.
The bow is from a different area of the sticker sheet
and is applied to the yellow end of the orange/yellow
graduated paper. The white panel is backed with gold
glitter board and gold ribbon going across the card.

Trim the bow from both side edges of the handle
as shown by the mauve line then cut the handle 
away along the blue lines, take care to keep the
daisies whole where they join the handle, as they 
will be used later too.

Use silicone glue, or sticky fixers if you prefer, for
all layers. Stick both bits of basket (shown pale blue)
to the cream/brown paper and cut out. Shape them
and stick them over those on the white panel. Stick
the green flowers and leaves (from earlier) in place
over the basket on the white panel. Cut between the
leaves and shape some up to give it more depth.

Go back to the flower piece left on the sheet and
cut the daisies away from the rest of the flowers
(green line), leave the gold edge on the roses where
they meet. Cut the daisies apart before sticking them
to the white back of one of the printed papers. Cut
them out and stick into place over the green layer. 

Cut the bottom flower away (brown line), leaving
the gold border on the rose where they meet, and
stick to the lilac card. Cut to the sticker outline and 
to where the outline should be on the bits where it
is missing. Shape and stick in place on the basket,
using the green layer as a guide.

Stick the rest of the flowers to the deep pink edge
of the paper. Cut the roses out and cut them apart at
the same time, leaving the gold edge on the part that

Actual Size

will be on top each time. Shape these pieces and
stick them to the basket, curve and adjust the angle
you stick them at, to give as much separation be-
tween them as possible. 

Using the main photo to guide you, cut the rose
centres from the third sticker sheet and stick to the
paler pink part of the sheet. Cut them out, then curve
to shape and stick onto the roses. Keeping the bow
intact, cut it from the handle of this same sticker.
Stick the bow onto lilac card and cut out before
shaping and sticking to the basket on the panel.

Once the silicone has dried, add the gems. Place
purple gems over the sticker dots on the green back-
ground layer. The only green parts that should be
showing now are the leaves. Stick a gold gem over
the front flower centre and larger yellow ones over
the daisies to complete the panel.

Cover the bottom of the card with a panel of pink/
purple paper cut to 65mm deep. Stick a strip of pur-
ple ribbon along the top edge, folding it to the back
and sticking the ends securely.

Stick the basket panel onto purple Mirri paper and
trim to leave a 3mm border all around. Stick this
panel to the top right of the card, at about 1cm from
the edges. Add the Mother’s Day sticker in the bot-
tom corner of the card.

On the Mother’s Day sheet, colour the waste left
from the flower using the purple pen, then go straight
over it in blue to give a deep purple colour. Pick 
up the petals and centre, and insert them into the
spaces in the flower on the card. 

Colour one heart corner sticker in the same way
and add to the tag, then add the ‘Mum’ lettering
above it. Add three coloured hearts (waste pieces
from inside the corner sticker) to the tag, and three
more down the top of the card.

Tie a piece of purple thread through the tag, sticky
fix onto the card and stick the thread to the ribbon.
Tie a pretty bow and stick over the ribbon.



Love Hearts
By Christine Robinson
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers:  SR187P Red/White Dots and
SR211P Narrow Red Stripes.

Gold Label Peel-Offs: XL500U-02 Borders and
XL718U-02 Wording.

Die-Cut Banner: CDS105G Blank Silver/White.

Glitter Board: GB02A4 Silver & GB05A4 Red.

2mm Gems: GEM85 Red.

25mm Dotty Ribbon: MTR30-02 Red/White.

Craft Knife, Pencil, Ruler & Cutting Mat.

Double Sided Tape and Sticky Fixers.

Card Mount: SHA01U-18 Deep Red and 
SCF06U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Fold the card, slip a piece of red glitter board in-
side so the back of the board is facing out and draw
around both hearts. Take the board out of the card
and continue the lines to make the lower point and
left hand edge of the large heart. 

Cut the heart out and carefully cut the little heart
from the centre (you can save this to make the design
below). Slip a small piece of silver glitter board into
the card behind the small heart. Draw around and cut
out as before then set these aside for later. 

Cover the ‘L’ shape at the front of the card mount
with red/white dotty paper and add a straight peel-off
border along the inside edge as shown.

Using double sided tape stick the red heart onto
the front of the card. Tie a piece of dotty ribbon
through the heart and trim neatly. Stick a greeting
onto the banner and add a gem to the corner. Attach
this to the front panel of the card as shown using a
small fixer pad at each end only. 

I’ve used the scalloped edge card as a template to
make a paper backing to go behind the front panel.
It’s not a folded insert, so simply place the card on
the striped paper and draw around the top and right
hand scalloped edges. Cut along the marked scal-
loped edges on the paper then cut straight along the
left and lower edges. Use double sided tape to stick
this onto the inside front edge of the card. 

To make this look pretty from the inside, cut a
piece of red stripe paper 20mm x 144mm and stick
onto the inside of the front panel next to the fold so it
covers the join. With the card folded for alignment,
stick the small silver heart onto the paper insert.

VARIATION:

Left: If you fancy something a bit more flamboyant,
try some super silky ribbon ruffled around the heart.
The paper roses are tied onto the tag with a piece of
hearty ribbon, then the tag is sticky fixed in place.
The silver insert is made in the same way as the
striped one with a red glitter heart in the centre.



Filigree Heart
By Jane Hennis
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

White Paper and Red Centura Pearl Card.

Peel Off Stickers: XL500U-02 Borders, XL554U-02
Heart Borders and XL718U-02 Wording.

Fine Black Pen and Red Felt Tip Pen.

Tracedown Paper: TDW02.

Fine Pencil and Eraser.

Craft Knife, Cutting Mat and Glue.

Card Mount: SF06V-66 Creative Hemp White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

VARIATION:

This silhouette card is cut from black paper. Fold the paper
down the centre and trace one half of the diagram onto it
with the centre along the fold line. The design is shown in a
heart aperture card (AP23U), so there is no need to cut the
outer heart line. I cheated a bit and used a small heart
punch for the hearts on the border, then I used the black
punched out hearts in the design too. The eyes of the birds
were done with a tiny circle punch and the large red gem
adds a touch of colour and sparkle. 

Actual Size

to the 
card so 
the top 
and side 
edges are 
even and add
the wording below 
the heart to complete.

Trace the heart outlines and design from the dia-
gram. Transfer the design and the inner heart to the
white paper using the tracedown paper and a fine
pencil. Trace the outer heart to the back of the red
pearl card and cut out carefully.

Draw over all the traced lines on the white paper 
using the fine black pen, any lines that are not cov-
ered can be rubbed out once the pen is perfectly 
dry. There is no need to draw over the outer traced 
heart, as that will just be used to cut to. Colour all 
of the small hearts using the red pen then cut out 
this heart and stick to the red card heart.

Cut a 1cm wide strip of red card and stick onto 
the card at 5mm from the fold. Stick a heart bor-
der along the centre of the strip. Add a medium sil-
ver border along each side of this strip. Trim all the 
strips neatly to the edges of the card. Stick the heart 



Flower Frame
By Eileen Davies
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Silver Mirri Paper: MIR02P.

Textura Card: TEX06C White.

Quilling Paper: 3mm Mixed
Colours QP002, 2mm White 
and Deep Pink, 5mm Deep 
Yellow and 10mm White.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL427U-02
Words & XL330U-32 Borders.

Quilling Holder/Guide Board:
QT004 and Fine Quilling Tool.

Silver Glitter Glue & Paintbrush.

Tracing Paper, Pencil and Scissors.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and Sticky Fixer Pads.

Card Mount: SF01U-61 Textura White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Begin by preparing the card front. Add two strips
of the border sticker down each side approximately
10mm from the edge with 3mm between the rows.

Trace the four scalloped ovals from the diagram.
Transfer the outer line from each pair onto the back 
of the silver paper (in two separate areas). Transfer
the inner line from each pair onto separate areas 
of the white card. Cut all four pieces out.

Use a paintbrush to spread a very light sprinkling
of silver glitter over the large white oval. Stick the
ovals together in size order as shown then mount the
whole assembly onto the card using sticky fixers.

Cut ten silver leaves from Mirri paper, use the ac-
tual size photo on the next page for size. Fold each
leaf in half to make a centre line, and cut small slots
at an angle from the open edge to 2mm from the fold.

The best advice I can offer for beautiful, neat
quilling is to keep the tension even when rolling the
paper and, I always like to use the holder/guide
board for the petals as it keeps them all exactly the
same size. 

Make five daisies from 4cm lengths of pale yellow
and 20cm lengths of 10mm white paper. Stick the

This frame of flowers makes a
very pretty Spring birthday card,
change the words and it’s just per-
fect for Easter or Mother’s Day.

Fold Petals Out

white to the end 
of the yellow, 
fringe along the 
top edge and, 
beginning with 
the yellow end, 
wind to a tight 
peg. Glue the 
end to keep in place before removing from the tool
and opening the petals out as shown.

Make five purple flowers from 3mm purple paper.
These flowers are made from 5 individual tight pegs
each slightly larger than the last, use 2cm, 4cm, 6cm,
8cm and 10cm lengths for each flower.

Make five yellow flowers. Begin with 5cm lengths
of 5mm deep yellow paper, fringe the top edge and
wind to a tight peg (in a similar way to the white part
of the daisies). Leave the fringe closed until the flower
is assembled onto the card. Make six petals for each
flower from 10cm lengths of 3mm pale yellow paper.

Wind onto the tool
and place in the
8mm hole on the
board. Once ex-
panded, glue the
end and pinch to
an eye shape.

Make five flow-
ers from 9cm
lengths of 3mm
lavender paper,
wind onto the
tool and place in

Daisies

Enlarged To
Show Detail
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Actual Size

Glue Glue Glue

Looped Leaves
the 7mm hole on the work board. Glue the end closed
and pinch to a teardrop shape. Make five petals for
each flower. Make the centres from 2cm lengths of
white 2mm paper, wound into tight pegs.

Make five flowers from 8cm lengths of 3mm pink
paper wound onto the tool and placed into a 6mm
hole. Glue the end to make a loose coil, hold be-
tween the thumb and forefinger and press around the
handle of the tool to make little cup shaped petals.
You need four petals for each flower. Make the flower
centres from 2mm paper, wind a 2cm length of white
into a tight peg and add a 2cm length of deep pink
around it, glue into a tight peg.

To go around the pink flowers, make 
ten leaves from 8cm lengths of 3mm 
pale green paper. Wind on the tool 
and place in a 6mm hole on 
the board. Glue the end and 
pinch to an eye shape.

Make five looped 
leaves from green 3mm 
paper. Make a 10mm 
long elongated loop at 
the end of the strip of 
paper, add a dab of 
glue as shown and 
press together. Add 
another dab of glue to 
the outside of the first loop 
where shown and bring the 
strip over to make a larger loop. 
Add glue at the point as shown 
and make another larger loop. Glue 
the end, tear off the excess paper and 
pinch the tip lightly to shape. 

Actual Size

Make five spirals from 12cm lengths of green 3mm
paper. Wind about 10cm onto the tool, drop off onto
the table and allow the coil to open out.

See the picture for the placement and assembly of
the flowers, lay them out to get a feel for their posi-
tions then remove them piece by piece, apply a little
glue with a cocktail stick and replace on the card. 

Add the silver sticker 
wording to the 

centre.



Spring Stitches
By Muriel Adderley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Card: KA003CA4 Kaskad 
Pale Cream.

Centura Card: CNT101CA4 Gold.

Gold Thread: MEM01.

Gold Seed Beads: BEA34.

Bel Satin Ribbon: 
MTR22-51 Gold.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Paper Pricking Tool.

Pricking Mat.

Sewing/Beading Needle.

Clear Tape.

Sticky Fixers.

Double Sided Tape.

Card Mount: SF01V-67 Creative Hemp Cream.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Run a line of double sided tape across the card at
2cm from the bottom edge. Lay a length of ribbon
along the tape leaving about 2cm extra at each side.
Add tape to the ends of the ribbon (on the back) and

fold to the back of the panel to stick, pressing them
firmly into place. 

To make the bow, cut a piece of gold ribbon to
9cm in length. Make into a loop using a little double
sided tape at the join. Flatten the loop and wrap a
short length of ribbon across the centre, fixing at the
back. Stick the bow onto the strip of ribbon on the
card in the position shown. 

Cut three panels of gold paper to 57mm x 77mm.
Glue one panel to the centre of the card at about 2cm
down from the fold. Add one panel to each side mak-
ing an even gap between the panels and the edge of
the card. Put this prepared card aside for later. 

Trace the pricking patterns for the three flower 
designs from the diagrams below. 

Use these pretty flowers on their
own or as a group of three, stitch
them in a single colour or go for mul-
ticolour – any way you like them.

Design 1 - Actual Size Design 2 - Actual Size Design 3 - Actual Size
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VARIATION:

This card uses just one of the designs, and
the flowers are stitched with stranded cotton
to match the panel colours. The traced design
has been flipped to add a bit of variation and
the long panel can be cut from the card to
make a lovely gift bookmark.

A

A

A
B

C
D
E

F

5

5

1

1

5

1

x

BCDE
F

x

1

1

4
5

5

6
7

8

3
2

Cut three panels of cream card to 52mm x 72mm. Place
one tracing over each panel, holding in place with a little
masking tape. Prick through all the traced dots then use a
large needle to enlarge the holes shown red slightly, as they
will have several threads going through them. 

Stitch each design using the diagrams above as a guide
and following the instructions below. Always tape the end
of the thread on the back of the card at the start and finish. 

Design 1: Begin with the stem and leaves (these are 
the same for all designs). Bring the thread up at hole 1 
at the top of the main stem, and back down at hole 5.
Come up at hole 2, down at 6, up at 3 and down at 7. 
Continue along the stem in this way finishing at the last 
hole on the stem. 

Work the side stem separately in the same way. Come up
at 1, down at 5 etc., for this short stem, the centre hole ‘x’ 
is not used.

For the leaf, come up at hole A, down at B, up at A and
down at C, up at A and down at D. Continue round until all
holes are used, then fasten off and work the next leaf.

The petals within each flower are worked in exactly the
same way as the leaves, just work around them in turn and,
as you finish the last petal for each flower, stitch a gold 
seed bead into the centre.

Design 2: Work the stems and leaves as before. For the
tulip flowers, begin with the blue section, bring the thread
up at blue 1, down at blue 5, then up at blue 2, down at blue
6, up at blue 3 down at blue 7 (green 1). The hole marked ‘x’
is not used. 

Fasten off or just tape the thread at the back, and come
up at green 1 again. Go down at green 5, up at green 2,
work round in the same way as before following the green
arrows and finishing at black 1.

Fasten off or just tape the thread at the back, and bring
the needle back up at black 1, go down at black 5, up at
black 2, down at black 6 etc., continue along finishing at
the green hole just below the last black hole.

Design 3: Work the leaves and stems as before. The
flowers are stitched in the same way as the leaves, just

Design 1 - Actual Size Design 2 - Actual Size Design 3 - Actual Size

continue round using all the outer holes once.
As you finish each flower, stitch a gold bead
into the centre before fastening off. 

Use sticky fixers to mount each stitched
panel onto a gold panel on the prepared card
mount in the order shown.



Cascading Flowers
By Mavis Wright
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

3mm Quilling Paper: QP002 Mixed Colours.

Quilling Tool.

Paper Ribbler.

Peel Off Stickers: XL563U-01 Tiny Uppercase Letters and 
XL758U-01 Large Letters.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Cascade Card Mount: CD12U-44 Linen Cream.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

These bright spring flowers make a pretty collection together
on this cascade card, and look just lovely used individually too.

AB

D

CK

E

D

F
G

 H 
 L 

J

Allow these to expand to about 8mm 
in diameter then glue the ends ready to
make the flowers and buds. Pinch two
coils at both ends for the bud (G). Glue
them in position and curve the ends of
the stems (E & F) around them, cutting a
short point on each. 

Fold the card and use the large lettering to spell out Spring
Time on the top corner of the back panel. Use the small letters to
spell out the individual flower names as shown in the picture.

The photograph is approximately actual size, so you can use 
it to check the size and position of your quilled pieces. All the 
diagrams are slightly expanded for clarity.

Snowdrops: Use white for the flowers and pale green for
everything else. Begin with a 4cm strip of pale green, run it
through the ribbler and stick in a neat little hill near the bottom of
the card. The leaves are made in a mix of styles. Start by making
the small looped leaf (A), make a 15mm long loop at one end 
of the strip and glue it. Add another dab of glue to the outside 
of the glued end and bring the strip over to make a larger loop.
Make a third loop in the same way. Tear off the rest of the strip,
glue the pinched end for about 1cm and squeeze in at the sides. 

Stick the looped leaf onto the card in the position shown and
work the leaves and stems around it. The three main stems are
worked by folding two lengths of paper and sticking one inside
the other (B) so four ends come up at the top. These ends (C, D &

E) are curved to shape. The leaf
ends (D) are also snipped along
the upper edge to come to a
point at the card. Any extra
pieces are tucked in or glued
alongside these as needed, 
F & J are examples of this. 

Make four calyx (K) using 
3cm lengths wound to tight
coils. Squash these slightly 
so they are not quite round
and stick one to the top end 
of each open flower stem.

Make fourteen loose coils
from 8cm lengths of white.
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A
B

B
C

A
B

DC

C

For each flower (H) use three coils, pinch one end
of each to make into teardrops. Hold the point of one
teardrop between your thumb and forefinger and
press the bulbous end to flatten slightly, this is the
centre petal. Add the centre petal to the card with the
point on the calyx, cut a short length of pale green
and glue it along the squashed end (L) then add the
outer petals.

Daffodils: Use mid green for the leaves and stems,
deep and bright yellow for the flowers, and orange for
the trumpets. Ribble a 4cm strip of green and stick to
the 2nd panel of the card, about 5mm above the top
of the front panel and following the angle of the card.

Make one looped leaf in the same way as for the
snowdrop (A), checking the size against the photo.
Make a leaf and stem (B) for the left hand daffodil by
folding it around the looped leaf (A). Taper the leaf
end of this piece (lower B) as before. 

Make four more looped leaves winding a third loop
round to make them taller (C). Glue these onto the
card along the top of the ribbled strip. Cut and add
the two right hand stems tucking them in as before.

Make twelve deep yellow and four bright yellow
loose coils from 7cm lengths. Allow these to expand
to about 7mm diameter then glue the ends ready to
make the flowers. Pinch all the coils at one end to
make teardrop shapes.

Make three trumpets. 
Wind orange paper onto 
the tool to make a tight 
peg approx. 4mm diameter 
and glue to hold. Press 
the pointed end of a blunt 
pencil into the centre and 
push the trumpet to shape. 
Slightly flatten the trumpet 

for the sideways daffodil. Assemble the daffodils 
onto the stems, if the teardrops are too tight a fit to
encircle the trumpet neatly on the full flowers, simply
pinch the rounded end of a petal or two to make
them into eye shapes, then they should all fit in.

Crocus: Use three shades of mauve for the flowers
and dark green for everything else. Ribble a short
strip of green paper for the base, placing it at an
angle as before, but on the top panel this time. 

Make three groups of leaves and stems as follows.
For the left hand group, begin with a short, folded
strip of paper (A), fold another strip inside this (B).
Snip along the upper edge of the leaves (A & B) to
bring them to a point at the card. 

Glue a short length of green back to back to make
a thicker strip and cut into two stems (C), tuck these
in between the leaves as shown. 

Glue the lower end of this bunch up to the dotted
line (D) and squeeze tightly together, curve the ends
of the leaves to shape as necessary. Make the other
two sets of leaves and stems in a similar way follow-
ing the photograph.

Make seven flowers using 
8cm lengths in a mix of mauves. 
Wind to loose coils as before 
and allow to expand to about 
8mm before gluing the ends. 
Pinch one end to make them 
into teardrops and add them in 
amongst the leaves to complete.



Pretty Petals
By Sue Dyke
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Translucent Paper: TR033P Bright White. 

Paper: KA023P Kaskad Pink 
and a Scrap of MIR02P Mirri Silver.

Card: CRE05C Creative Cover Black 
and a Scrap of FLE02 Linen Embossed Silver.

Gold Label Stickers: XL582U-02 Ferns, 
XL715U-02 Wording XL740U-02 Daisy Border.

7mm Ribbon: MTR14-70 Cream Organza.

Retro Flower Paper Punches: PPEKXL005 & PPEKM130C.

Medium Embossing Tool and Sheet of Craft Felt.

Craft Knife, Pencil and Ruler.

Double Sided Tape and Sticky Fixers.

Card Mount: SF09V-66 Hemp White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Punch or cut out two large pink flowers,
then two large and two small translucent
flowers (with embossed lines).

Fold the large pink flowers along the dot-
ted line shown on the diagram and the large
translucent flowers along a similar line, a 
little mis-match in the folding is fine, as it
will make each flower look slightly different. Actual Size

Cut a panel of black card to 48 x 155mm and stick it cen-
trally onto the card front.

Cut two 3mm wide strips of silver card to 115mm long for
the flower stems. From the fern sticker sheet, choose a stem
with three husks, and also three stems with a single husk at
the end of each. Stick just the husk ends (not the stems) onto
silver Mirri paper and cut around. Keep these aside for later.

Stick the lower silver stem onto the black card panel in 
the position shown. Tie a small bow around the second stem,
about one third of the way up and add this to the card cross-
ing over the first one as shown. Keep the card aside while you
make the paper flowers.

The retro flower paper punches are the size, and roughly the
shape of the flowers in the diagram below, you may already
have something similar to these.

The paper I used for the see-through part of the flowers is
no longer manufactured. However, the translucent paper on
the list (above) has a very similar look if 
you emboss neat lines across it at 2mm 
intervals. Emboss over a sheet of 
ordinary craft felt rather than 
using an embossing 
mat, and go gently 
or the paper 
will curl up as 
you emboss. 
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FERNS & FLOWERS:

FLOWER SPRAY:

The flowers on this de-
sign are made in a similar
way to those on the main
card, but using a medium
retro flower punch and a
small flower punch. 

The petals are punched
from transparent paper,
just one layer per flower
this time, and the bases
from pink paper. The stem
is made from three husks
with individual stems.

Actual Size

Fold two petals back on the small flowers as shown by the
dotted line on the diagram (previous page).

Working on one flower at a time, slip the large translucent
flower inside the large pink one and stick together with dabs 
of glue between the layers at the centre of the flower. Slip the
small folded flower over this flower with the three petals at
the front, and two at the back. 

Before sticking the small flower in place, snip off a short
length of the flower border sticker as shown and apply over the
front of the small flower. Use dabs of glue between the layers as
before, making sure the glue at the front is behind the sticker.

Without sticking, place the flowers onto the card. Add the
three joined husks to the left of the lower flower, and the three
separate husks to the right of the top flower, overlapping each
other a little as shown.

Stick the ferns in place by the stems, and when you are
happy with the overall look, dab a little glue behind each husk
and stick in place. Use sticky fixers to stick the flowers in their
final positions. Add the birthday greeting to the lower left of the
panel to finish.

I used a 36mm daisy punch and a small flower punch (as
shown below) to make these pretty magnolia type flowers with
stickles glitter glue in cotton candy (STK029). 

Punch out five translucent paper daisies (with embossed
lines) then fold each daisy into quarters across the centre as
shown by the dotted lines. Punch out five small pink flowers 
and fold across the two petals where shown by the lines. 

With three petals at the front, slip one pink flower over the
base of each folded daisy. Use a little double sided tape on the
back to hold them in place. 

Cut and mount a black panel onto the card as before. Posi-
tion the flowers on the panel with ferns placed between them.
Stick the flowers in place when you are happy with the layout.

Choose the individual leaves without stems from the sticker
sheet. Place one leaf over each flower base as shown and infill
each with the sticker waste. Add another leaf just to the left or
right of the base of each flower 
as shown and infill as before.

Add lots of pretty pink dots 
over the ferns using the stick-
les glue, then finish with a 
birthday sticker to the lower 
right of the black panel.



Beautiful Blooms
By Sandra Rayner
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: 
SR061P Pink Stripes and SR072P Pink Texture.

Mirri Paper: MIR02P Silver.

Centura Pearl: CNT126C Fuchsia Card and
CNT129P Pea Green Paper.

White Card: CEM03 Creative Linen White.

Peel Off Stickers: XL632U-02 Narrow Borders,
XL563U-02 Uppercase Letters and XL564U-02
Lowercase Letters.

Gingham Ribbon: MTR27-11 Pink.

Silver Thread: MEM04 and 15cm of White Lace.

Eyelet Punch: EYE030 (set of three).

8mm Pale Yellow Brads (or use yellow card).

Paper Punches: PPW530 15mm Circle, 
PPW119 25mm Circle and PPW103 Birch Leaf.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Embossing Tool and Ruler.

Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.

Double Sided Tape.

Card Mount: SF01U-43 Linen White x 2.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a panel of silver Mirri paper to 130 x 183mm
and stick centrally onto the front of one card blank.
Cut a 124 x 177mm panel of white card and, starting
at 6cm up from the bottom, add three silver border
stems using the photo above right to guide you. 

Fold a large piece of pink texture paper in half with
the white-side in and glue together to make a thick
paper. Punch fifteen 15mm circles from this paper
and make three flowers directly onto the white card
above the stems by forming a circle of five overlap-
ping petals. Make a small hole in the centre of each
with the eyelet punch and add a yellow brad. Punch
four green leaves and add to the stems as shown.

Cut a 124mm wide x 70mm deep piece of fuchsia
card and stick in place on the white panel aligning 
the bottom and side edges. 

Place a line of double sided tape along the top
edge of the pink card. Add the strip of lace across
this, fold the ends of the lace to the back of the panel
and stick down. 

Add a strip of double sided tape to the back of the
gingham ribbon. Stick one end of the ribbon to the
back of the panel, right at the very top edge of the
pink card. Bring it across the front, on top of the lace,
and fix the other end to the back at the other side.
Stick this panel onto the silver panel on the card. 

Cut a 9mm wide strip of white card and add the
wording using the sticker letters. Trim the end of the
strip close to the last letter, but leave about 10mm of
card at the start, trim the sides slightly to make a tag
shape. Place on fuchsia card and trim around it to
leave a narrow border, then do the same on white
card as well. Punch a hole through all the layers 
using the small eyelet punch.

Tie a short length of silver thread through the hole
and stick the tag on the card at an angle as shown.
Loop the thread so it looks natural, secure on the rib-
bon with a small piece of tape and trim as necessary.
Tie a gingham bow and stick in place.

Now work on the second card for the inside. Cut a
piece of stripe paper to 150mm wide x 203mm high,
with the stripes going vertically. Fold the paper in half
across the width and stick into the inside centre of
the card blank, lining up the folds (see photo).
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x
Actual Size

This 21st birthday card is based on a
lilac colour theme with big numbers
and stars instead of flowers. For the in-
side, I’ve used multi layered stars with
just a single disc hanging in the centre.

1. Score

2. Fold

3. Thread

4. Add Circles

5. Glue On Back To 
Dotted Line Only

Tape On
Inside

Trace the half oval from the diagram (below 
right) and mark the position of the top corner 
‘x’. Fold the second card and transfer the half
oval onto it, aligning the marked corner with the 
top and the flat edge of the half oval on the fold. 
Keeping the card folded, carefully cut out the 
oval going through both layers then work as 
follows, using the diagram below. 

1. Mark the centre of each panel along the top 
edge and score a line down the card.
2. Fold each panel in half outwards along the 
scored line.
3. Cut an 18cm length of silver thread and, 
pulling it taut, fix it firmly to the top and bottom 
of the aperture on the inside of the centre fold.
4. For the centre, punch six 25mm circles from 
the thick pink paper (made earlier). Add double 
sided tape onto three of the circles, peel the 

backing and 
place these in a 
line, sticky side 
up, behind the 
thread. Add an-

other circle to the front of each 
to fasten them over the thread 
then add the MUM letters to 
the back and front of each 

disc.

5. Stick this card-insert inside
the first card by the outer folded
panels only, matching at all the
open edges. Don’t put any sticky
tape past the dotted lines, the 
centre oval will fold forward as 
you close the card.

Use the narrow border stickers to make a wavy silver stem
onto each inside end panel (see photo of open card above right).
Edge the aperture with the same style silver border sticker.

Punch thirty 15mm circles from the double pink paper and six
from white card. Make three flowers onto each silver stem by
forming a circle of five overlapping petals with a white centre for
each. Punch 6 green leaves and add to the stems as shown.



Pendant Gift Cards
By Alison Barrow
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR044P Lilac and 
SR137P Lilac Gingham.

Creative Images/Borders: CIM362A Bouquet, 
CB021P Best Wishes and Flowers.

Vivelle: VIV07A4 Purple 

Foam Sheet: FRS15 Purple.

Scrap of Lilac or White Card.

Border Peel Off Stickers: XL500U-02, 
XL632U-02 and ZL711U-56.

Fine Chain and Jump Ring.

Organza Ribbon: 3mm in Lilac, Purple, 
Pink & Green and 6mm in Mauve.

3D Glaze or Ultra Thick Embossing Powder.

Embossing Heat Gun: HOT03.

Ribbon Needle and Paper Pricking Tool.

Small Eyelet Punch.

Mini Brads: Pink, Lilac, Purple and Mauve.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Craft Knife, Cutting Mat and Ruler.

Sticky Fixer Pads and Double Sided Tape.

Card Mount: AP67U-45 Hammer White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Trace the pricking pattern and mark the position of
the corners of the card and the aperture. Transfer the
pattern to the front of the centre panel, using the
traced marks to align it properly.

Place the open card on a pricking mat and prick all
the outer petals using the pricking tool. Use the small
eyelet punch for the centre of each flower.

Using the colours shown on the diagram, embroi-
der the flowers in ribbon stitch. Begin with the purple
flowers (centre flower on each row), tape the end of
the 3mm purple ribbon to the back of the card, close
to the flower centre then: 
1. Bring the needle up at the centre.
2. Flatten the ribbon and lay it across any one of the
petal holes as shown then take the needle down
through the ribbon and the hole.
3. As you pull the ribbon gently through, the sides 
of the flat piece will curl to a point. Pull through until
the petal looks nice. 

Bring the needle back up through the centre hole
and work each petal in turn. Work each purple flower
in the same way.

Move on to one of the other colour flowers and
work in just the same way. Use the 6mm mauve 
ribbon to make the corner flowers giving the petals 
a wider, more ‘relaxed’ look. 

Once all the flowers are done, use the green ribbon
to simply stitch a line between the flowers as shown.
Add a coloured brad to the centre of each flower.

Cut a piece of lilac paper to 50mm x 150mm and
stick to the bottom edge of the card front. Stick a
best wishes border across the card 25mm up from
the bottom edge. 

Place a lilac peel off border around all four edges
of the card front and around the aperture. Now add
another across the top of the lilac paper and above
and below the border. 

Make a frame using flower borders on the top sec-
tion of the card inside the lilac sticker. Add medium
width silver borders onto the inner and outer edges 
of this flower border then add another silver border
around the aperture about 3mm in from the lilac one.
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Lilac

Mauve
Purple

Pink
Green

is set into an aperture rather than on the 
velvet pad. The pretty bullion knot roses are
embroidered directly onto the card and peel
off sticker leaves are tucked around them.

Actual Size

1

23

Ribbon Stitch

Cut a piece of gingham paper to 10cm x 10cm and stick to
the flap behind the aperture so it shows through. Place sticky
fixers around the back of the aperture and double sided tape
around the edges of the flap and stick closed.

Place a large bouquet sticker onto a scrap of card. Trace
the inner oval from the diagram below and use it to cut the
sticker to shape. Cover this in 3d glaze and leave to dry, or
use a clear embossing pen, sprinkle with ultra thick emboss-
ing powder and heat with the gun to melt the powder. Add
more powder and reheat to get a nice glazed finish. 

Cut a piece of lilac paper using the outer oval on the dia-
gram for size. Make a hole at the top for the jump ring and
add a narrow silver border around the edge. Stick the em-
bossed image centrally onto this oval.

Cut a piece of foam sheet to 50mm x 60mm and cover with
purple Vivelle. Use the pricking tool to make a hole each side

for the chain at about 5mm in from
the edges. Feed the chain through
the jump ring, take an end through
each hole in the foam and tape
the ends securely on the back.

Sticky fix this into place in the
aperture and add a silver border
around the foam panel to com-
plete the design.

Right: This pink card uses the
same idea for the pendant, which

Actual Size



Hidden Heart
By Linda Spivey
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR009P Lilac, SR134P
Pink Gingham, SR137P Lilac Gingham,
SR147P Diamonds and SR081P Flowers.

Card: CNT102C Platinum and VA022 Lilac.

Peel Off Stickers: XL500U-02 Lines,
XL554U-02 Hearts, XL478U-02 Wording,
XL417U-02 Congratulations, XL321U-02
Letters, XL472U-02 Bride & Groom,
XL708U-02 Bows and XL655U-02 Doves.

Paper Roses: FLW21-07 White & -36 Pink.

Leaves: LEA06-02 Silver and 
LEA10-03 Green.

Half Pearl Gems: GEM69.

Metallic Marker Pen: CJP07 Silver.

Tracedown (carbon) Paper: TDW02.

Scoring/Embossing Tool.

Craft Knife, Cutting Mat, Pencil and Ruler.

Sticky Fixer Pads: ADH18.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Card Mount: SF06U-74 Vanguard Violet.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Start by making a card insert for inside the card
blank, see photo on next page. Cut a piece of lilac
card to 132mm x 272mm, score across the centre
and fold to make a virtually square card. Mark the
folded edge 40mm in from the left and 40mm in from
the right edge. At each mark, draw a line measuring
35mm then cut along these lines going through both
panels, diagram 1 (shown unfolded).

Open the card and score a fold line across each
end of the cut lines. Reverse fold the centre section
and fold either side of the centre as usual to create a
step, see photo on next page. Keep aside for later.

Trace any one heart from diagram 3 and the inner
blue heart line from the fourth heart, both onto sepa-
rate areas of tracing paper. Transfer the outer heart
line to the pink gingham paper eight times and cut
out these eight hearts. 

Transfer the inner blue heart line to some thickish
scrap card and cut out to use as a template for mark-
ing the silver border as follows. Place a gingham
heart onto a piece of scrap paper then place the tem-
plate centrally over it so a narrow edge of gingham
shows all around. Draw around the template onto the
heart using the silver marker pen to make a neat, nar-
row silver edge to the heart. Repeat for all the hearts. 

Place four of the hearts onto a piece of diamond
paper aligning them over the pattern in the position
shown by the red lines on diagram 3 ensuring there is
a single diamond between each heart (shown blue).
Glue the hearts into place on the diamond paper.

Trace the top and sides of the border above the
hearts on diagram 3, include just the top of the outer
two hearts as well (for alignment only). Tape lightly in
place on the diamond/heart panel, align the tops of
the two marked hearts, then cut along the top border
going through both the tracing and diamond layers.

This card design has a secret pop up inside
and is perfect for Anniversaries or Valentine’s
Day cards as well as Wedding Day, simply
change the wording and colours to suit.

40mm

40mm

35mm

ScoreScore

Diagram 1
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A

X

B C D E

F

G

Diagram 3
Actual Size

Diagram 2
Actual Size

Remove the tracing and trim the panel to 70mm deep
from the top of the heart edge. Stick this along one end
of the inside of the card insert (made earlier) making sure
the hearts are centred across the insert, trim the sides to
match. Add the LOVE letters and a heart border, infilling
the outline hearts with centres from the sheet as shown.

Make another diamond/heart panel for the other end 
of the insert in the same way then stick the card insert
neatly inside the purple card with the step folded forward.

Trace hearts A, B & C from diagram 2 and transfer the
largest to platinum Centura, the next to lilac random pa-
per and the smallest to pink flower paper placing it nicely
over a flower as shown. Cut all three out, stick them on
top of each other and add the bride & groom sticker. 

Mark the back of the hearts at 30mm from the bottom
point and place double sided tape below the mark only.
Remove the backing and stick to the front of the step
with the point just above the fold as shown. Add the 
dove & cross stickers to complete the inside of the 
card. Close the card and work on the front panel.

Trace the shaped panel ‘E’ from dia-
gram 2, transfer to random lilac paper
and cut out. Stick this to the centre of
the card front. Add a narrow silver bor-
der sticker to the edge of the panel,
begin at the top sharp centre point ‘F’
and curve along to ‘G’. Cut the border
at ‘G’ and work the other three sections
in the same way.

Trace the four hearts ‘A’ to ‘D’ from
diagram 2 and beginning with the small-
est transfer to pink flower paper, lilac
random, lilac gingham, and platinum
Centura. Make a smaller heart from
thickish card as before using the inner
blue line ‘X’. Use this to draw a neat 
silver edge onto the pink heart ‘A’.

Stick the silver heart to the centre of
the shaped panel on the card, use sticky
fixers to layer the gingham heart over
this. Add the next two hearts over these
in size order using sticky fixers too. 

Stick two white and one pink flower
to the top heart, tucking
a silver and a green leaf
under them as shown.
Add three pearl gems 
in a line below these.

Add the heart corners
to the card and infill the
outline hearts as before.
Add the wording to the
card and the bows and
dots to the main panel
as shown.



Joy Ginger
Designer Profile
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laying out the flower heads or
petals carefully onto a piece of 
blotting paper, and covering with

Little or much, I have 
been drying and pressing 
flowers for nearly 60 
years, and making them 
into greetings cards, or 
pictures for presents.

Over the years, I have 
been fortunate enough to 
have been asked to de-
sign diary covers for a well 
known retail chain store, 
and was informed that 
they were the most attrac-
tive designs for many 

years. Also one of my designs was
chosen for a seed catalogue cover
(shown left).

I have made many new friends
through the cards and magazine
write-ups, and of course the diary
covers. When people write to me
with nice comments after seeing
my work, I make special ‘thank
you’ cards for them in reply, in
some cases the correspondence
has continued over the years.

The flowers are gathered and
pressed, they must be dry when
chosen, and in full bloom. I press
all the 
pieces in 
old books, 
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another sheet of blotting paper.
These ‘sandwiches’ are put at in-
tervals between the pages of the
pressing book. Store the filled
books in a dry and airy place, with
a brick on top to keep nicely
weighted. An airing cupboard is
the ideal place.

Carefully label the books to
make it easy to find the different
types of flowers for designing, and
don’t forget that besides flowers,
you will also need a supply of
leaves and stalks. 

The only tools required are a
pair of tweezers and a cocktail
stick. Tweezers for picking up the
delicate blooms, and the cocktail
stick for dabbing one little dot of
glue to the backs of the flowers.

It’s a good idea to arrange and
re-arrange your design before you
stick, just to make sure you are
happy with the picture so far.
When you do stick them in place,
use a rubberised glue, then if you
go wrong it is easily taken off. A
love of flowers and lots of patience
is also required of course!

Do not be too ambitious at first;
a small simple design is a good
idea to begin with, then work 
up from there as you gain more
experience. 

Large blooms, such as delphini-
ums, roses, zinnias etc. need to 
be taken apart, and each petal
pressed separately. Whereas small
flowers like buttercups, daisies,
forget-me-nots or celandines can
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be pressed just as they are. My advice is to try what-
ever you fancy and see how they look once pressed,
but do not use damp petals, as they will just go
mildewed. 

Once you have the design on the card and all the
pieces stuck down, you will need to cover them with
a clear plastic film to protect them as they are quite
delicate. The plastic film is Thermaseal, cover the de-
sign and press out any air bubbles then use an iron
with a heat resistant foam pad underneath to stick
the Thermaseal in place permanently (product and 
instructions shown in the Craft Creations catalogue). 

Lastly, please remember that wild plants and flow-
ers are protected in the UK, some species can be
picked in small numbers from certain places, you can
check out the facts online or with the wild flower 
society. Unless you are sure, only pick from your own
garden or a friends garden with permission. 

Packets of wild flower seeds are readily available,
so it’s quite easy to grow some of the prettiest wild
flowers yourself. 



Wedding Invitations
By Amanda Dray
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Parchment Tracing Paper: TR003.

Pearl Card: CNT103C White 
(or mixed colour pack CNTSCA5).

White Gel Pen or Mapping Pen
and White Ink.

Felt Tipped Pens: Pink, 
Purple and Green.

Small Ball Embossing Tool.

Embossing Mat.

Fancy Edge Scissors.

Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.

Masking Tape: ADH33.

Double Sided Tape: ADH13.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Card Mount: SF10U-45 Hammer White 
(makes two).

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Fold the card as usual, then place on a cutting mat
and trim 1mm off the folded edge to separate into
two panels. Score and fold each of these panels 

These delicate parchment designs
make very pretty wedding invita-
tions, here are a selection of styles
and colours to suit different themes.

Actual Size

along the centre to make two 89 x 126mm tent fold
cards. Cut an 80 x 117mm panel of white pearl card
and stick centrally onto the front of one card.

Using the fancy edge scissors, cut a 65 x 104mm
panel of parchment. Place this panel onto a larger
piece of parchment and use a little masking tape 
to hold in place. Cut the back piece to about 3mm
larger all around, aligning the edge pattern with that
on the inner panel as best you can. Separate the
panels and work on the smaller one.

Lay the parchment panel centrally over the dia-
gram, hold in place with a small piece of masking
tape and trace the entire design and text using the
white pen.

Turn the panel face down and, working on the re-
verse side, emboss approximately half
way from the tip of each flower petal
towards the centre, and from the tip of
each leaf, again working approximately
half way along its length.

Still working on the reverse side,
colour in the flowers and leaves with
the felt pens, see enlarged picture on
next page. Turn the panel face-up and
go around the fancy cut edges of both
panels with the white pen.

Use little dots of glue just behind 
the flowers where it will not show to
stick the two parchment panels to-
gether. Again using a little glue just 
behind the flowers (on the top panel),
stick the design centrally onto the 
prepared card front.
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BLACK & GOLD:

Actual Size

Enlarged 
To Show Detail

To make this design you will 
also need a gold gel pen, black 
and gold pearl card, gold ribbon 
and gold brads. Make two cards 
from the card blank as before. 
Cut an 83 x 120mm panel of gold 
pearl card and stick centrally onto 
the front of one of the cards. 

Secure a small piece of parch-
ment over the heart shape on the 
diagram and lightly trace in pencil 
then cut out using the fancy edge 
scissors. Lightly secure a slightly 
larger piece of parchment behind 
this heart and cut a fancy edge 
heart 2mm larger all around, 
making sure to match up the cut 
design as you go.

Separate the two hearts, then using white pen,
trace the wording onto the smaller heart and go over
the fancy edge on both hearts. 

Tie a bow from the gold ribbon and glue in place
on the smaller heart. Stick 
both hearts together using 
a dab of glue behind the 
bow where it will not show. 
Keep aside for later.

Cut a 78 x 115mm panel 
from parchment using the 
fancy edge scissors. Place 
over the diagram and lightly 
mark the position of the 
heart in pencil. Draw over 
the flowers and leaves in 
white, then go over the 
fancy edge in white also.

Enlarged 
To Show 

Detail

Turn the parchment over and, working on the re-
verse side, emboss approximately half way from each
of the flower petals towards the centre, and from the
tip of each leaf to half way along its length. On the
front of the design, add a small dot of gold to the

centre of each flower. This can be
done with a gel pen or by dipping
the end of the embossing tool 
into gold acrylic paint and gently
dabbing it onto each flower. 

Cut a panel of black pearl card
to 80 x 116mm, place the parch-
ment design centrally onto it and
secure using gold brads. Add the
heart layers, made earlier, using 
the pencil line to help with align-
ment. Stick the completed design
centrally onto the prepared card
mount.
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PINK BORDER:

For this design, the only extra items are: A short length of
3mm silver ribbon and a hole punch. Make two cards from
the card blank as before. Cut an 83 x 120mm panel of pink
pearl card and stick centrally onto the front of one card.

Cut three pieces of parchment to 60 x 150mm. Cut one of
these pieces along the top and bottom edges using the fancy
edge scissors to make a 38 x 150mm panel, making sure you
match the pattern at the cut edges. 

Secure another of the panels behind this one with a little
masking tape and, using the fancy scissors, cut along the top
and bottom edges at 2mm out from the first panel. Repeat
this again with the third piece of parchment. 

Actual Size
Remove the narrow top piece

and place it over the diagram.
Using white pen, trace over the
flowers, leaves and wording then
mark the centre of each dot for
hole punching.

Remove from the diagram, turn
the parchment over and, working
on the reverse side, emboss ap-
proximately half way from each of
the flower petals towards the cen-
tre and from the tip of each leaf,
again to about half way along its
length as before. 

The heart on this card
is made in a very similar
way to the black & gold
heart on the previous
page, but it’s filled with
flowers.

This design can be
used as an alternative
wedding invitation, or
used alongside the origi-
nal design for the menu
or order of service.

Still on the reverse side, colour the flowers
using felt tipped pens. Turn the strip back
over and go around the fancy edge of all
three strips in white. Re-align the three pieces
and use dabs of glue behind the flowers
where it will not show to stick them together.

Punch holes through all three layers where
marked on the top layer. Thread the silver
ribbon through the holes starting and finish-
ing on the front of the work. 

Cut a silver pearl panel to 77 x 113mm.
Stick the parchment work onto the panel at
about 5mm from the bottom edge, using glue
only where it will not show. Fold the over-
hanging ends of the parchment and ribbon
behind the silver panel and stick in place with
glue. Stick the completed panel centrally 
onto the prepared card. 

Actual Size



Matchbook Cards
By Debbie Brothwood
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR152P and SR153P Hearts.

Grip Seal Bag: GS004.

15mm Organza Ribbon: MTR10-85 Black.

Wooden Hearts: WDN23.

Love Heart Sweets.

Hole Punch.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.

Double Sided Tape and a Mini Fixer.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Card Mount: SL03U-30 Smooth White.

PREPARE THE CARD:

This part is the same for all of the designs. Using a
knife and ruler, cut a 4cm strip from the open end of
the front panel of the card mount. Score a line at
2.5cm from the open end of the back panel. 

Fold the card along the pre-scored line as usual,
then fold the small end (just scored) inward over the
end of the front panel to make the flap.

All sides of the card except the back of the small
flap are covered with the relevant paper for that de-
sign, always cut the paper a little smaller than the
card panel to leave a narrow edge showing. Check
the instructions for each design, as some need extra
work before sticking in place. 

The grip seal bags are just the right width but a 
little too long. Cut 37mm from the bottom of each
bag and seal it back up with a strip of double sided
tape after filling. The recipient will of course use the
gripper top to access the enclosed gift. Add another
strip of double sided tape along the lower edge at 
the back of the bag, leaving the backing in place 
for now.

Quirky little gift ideas that make a nice alternative
to handmade cards. If you wish to include a mes-
sage, write on the inside front panel, on the back
panel, or slip a note inside the grip seal bag.

VALENTINE HEARTS:

Cover card as follows making sure the majority 
of the hearts on the paper point downwards. Use
white/red heart paper on the inside front, the outside 

back and the outside of the small
folded flap. Use red with white hearts paper for the
inside back panel.

For the outside front panel, cover with red/white
hearts paper as before. Cut a piece of white/red
hearts paper to the same width but only 6cm deep.
Tear the bottom edge off to leave about 4cm of paper
then stick this in place at the top of the front panel.

Glue a large wooden heart over the join at the right
hand side then glue a smaller one on top using a mini
fixer to support the right hand edge of the heart.

Fill the bag with love heart sweets and seal with
tape as described earlier. Peel the backing from the
tape on the bottom of the bag and stick in place 

behind the small flap.

With the small flap fol-
ded, punch a hole through
all layers at about 3cm from
each side edge centring
them on the flap.

Thread a 50cm length of
black ribbon through the
holes and tie in a bow at 
the front. After adding a
message to the inside, tuck
the lower edge of the front
panel behind the flap to 
finish.



STITCHED UP:
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PARTY BALLOONS:

SOMETHING TO GROW:

This design uses SR030P for the paper and peel-off letters
XL058U-03, along with two white buttons, and blue & white thread.

Cut the paper to fit all the card panels and use a zig-zag stitch 
with white thread on your sewing machine to stitch 
around all the edges. If you don’t have a machine you 
can use a white pen to make stitch marks instead. 

Stick all the paper panels in place except the 
outside back one. Fill the grip seal bag with small 
stitching accessories then seal and stick in place.

Fold the small flap and use blue thread to stitch the 
two buttons in place going right through all layers. 
Use the last piece of paper to cover the back panel, 
this will also hide the stitches. Add the black sticker 
lettering and a message inside, then tuck the end of 
the front panel into the flap.

You will need CS002 collage paper, XL058U-03 lettering, a
black ink pad and some packets of seeds. 

Cut one piece of collage paper for 
each panel as before. Ink the edges of 
each piece by rubbing with the black 
stamp pad before sticking in place to 
cover all the panels. 

Put the seeds into the bag and place 
the bag into the card. Fold the small flap 
and staple through all the layers using 
one staple at each side. 

Add the lettering onto the front panel 
to finish. If you have two sheets of coll-
age paper you can cut an extra butterfly 
from the spare sheet and layer up, lifting 
the wings for a lovely 3D effect.

You will need SR161P celebrate paper, CB035P borders, WDN22 wooden 
numbers, MTR19-10 Ribbon, two pink eyelets and some colourful balloons.

Cover all except the outside back 
panel and the small flap with celebrate 
paper. Cut three lengths of border 
to the same width as the paper 
and add one strip across the front 
panel close to the top as shown. 
Stick the other two strips onto the 
outside of the small flap with a gap 
in between.

Place the balloons in the bag, and 
insert into the card as before then fold 
the small flap and punch an eyelet 
hole at 3cm from each side going 
through all the layers. Set an eyelet into each hole and thread the 
ribbon through sticking the two cut ends at the back to make a flat
join. Stick the paper over the back panel and glue large wooden num-
bers onto the front panel.



Gorgeous Gateaux
By Susan Gahan
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Card: CEM03 Linen White. 

Stardream Paper: STD11P Amethyst.

Crispy Ribbon: MTR23-30 Lilac.

Bel Satin Ribbon: MTR22-35 Purple.

Half Pearls: GEM79.

Rosebuds: BUD01-08 Lilac x 9.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Craft Knife, Cutting Mat and Ruler.

Masking Tape: ADH33.

Double Sided Tape: ADH16.

Thin Mini Fixer Pads: ADH27.

Card Mount: SF03U-45 Creative Hammer White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

All the cards have the basic shape cut from the
card blank. The decorations are done onto a separate
panel of card and attached to the cake after decorat-
ing. This allows you to tuck the ribbons behind the
overlaid card, keeping the inside of the card blank
nice and neat.

Trace the shape of the cake from the outer line on
the diagram and roughly cut out the traced shape,
leaving a little extra tracing paper around it. 

Lightly stick the tracing onto the folded card blank
using masking tape and aligning the left edge along
the fold. Cut the card to shape going through both
layers. You may find you need to use a little masking
tape to hold the card closed while you cut around the
candle, as the layers will separate and misalign them-
selves quite easily.

Cut a panel from the linen white card to exactly
104mm wide x 69mm deep. Trace the two scalloped
borders from the diagram and transfer them to the
amethyst paper. Cut them out and use mini fixers to
mount them onto the top and bottom edges of the
white panel.

Make a band across the centre of the panel using 
a short length of lilac crispy ribbon, take the ends to

the back of the panel at either side and stick in place
using double sided tape. Add a length of purple bel
satin over the top of the crispy ribbon sticking the
ends at the back as before. 

Cut a 14cm length of purple ribbon and make into
a loop. Flatten the loop with the join at the back and
wrap a small length over the centre, stick this at the
back to complete the bow. Stick the bow centrally
onto the purple ribbon.

Run a glitter rope border across the very bottom of
the front panel on the card, then stick the decorated
panel just above it at 2mm up from the bottom edge. 

On the edge of the card just above the top scal-
loped border, place a mini fixer at each corner and
one in the centre. Fill in the gaps between these with
three mini fixers either side, placing them to make a
neat, even row. Peel the top backings and stick a
rosebud onto each fixer pad.

Cover the flame in double sided tape. Cut a 2cm
length of crispy ribbon and stick onto the flame with
the straight edge along the join at the top of the can-
dle, then trim the ribbon to the shape of the flame.

These fabulous cakes are just right for all kinds of occasions and are
great fun to make. Just use whatever you have around and let your
imagination take over. I got a bit carried away here, but you can never
have too much cake!
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VARIATIONS:

Add a half pearl gem to the three lower scallops as
shown, and three more evenly spaced down the cen-
tre of the candle to finish.

Actual Size

Who doesn’t keep the odd lengths of ribbon from
boxes of chocolate, celebration cakes etc. These
short lengths, along with offcuts from other projects,
are just perfect for cake cards.

Silver Card: I cut a panel from silver card to show off
the ivory roses nicely, with a white panel on top to 
contrast with the multi-folded silver mesh ribbon. 
I’ve used a large bow and tucked a spare rose into it.

Blue Card: More candles look good, try three or 
four, and use no-fire snow (SNOW01) for a wonderful
cream topping. A big, flouncy bow makes a great
centre-piece for this cake.

Black Forest: Mmmm, chocolate cake with lashings
of cream, very yummy. The front of the cake is cut
from two pieces of brown card, and I have shaped the
ends so it bulges a little at the sides. The cream is no-
fire snow again. That pretty cherry is made from tulip
paint. Apply the red paint onto a piece of acetate in
the shape of the cherry. 
While the paint is still wet, 
cut a stalk from green wire 
and tuck one end into the 
paint. Once the paint is 
dry the cherry can be 
carefully peeled off the 
acetate. Stick it onto the 
card using sticky fixers.

Trellis Pattern: Diagonal 
criss-cross lines of glitter 
(FP127 diamond) make 
the pattern across the 
cake with small irides-
cent flowers placed in 
some of the diamond
shapes.



Ring Of Roses
By Barbara Parker
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: 
SR118P Pink/Cream and 
CP083G Cream/Gold.

Parch Marque Paper: 
PAM04P Cream.

Mirri Card: MIR01C Gold.

Water Colour Paper.

Peel Off Stickers: XL632U-01
Borders, XL399U-01 Stem
Roses, XL166U-01 Roses,
XL092U-01 Leaves, XL718U-01 Words, 
XL642U-01 Tiny Words, ZL774U-54 Gem Dots,
ZL773U-54 Diamond Gems, ZL761U-54 Hearts,
ZL474U-81 Stars and ZL713U-81 Dots.

Glitter Glue: GLI56 Clear.

Cosmic Shimmer Paints (or similar).

Embossing Tool: ET002 and Embossing Mat.

Scissors or Craft Knife.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

UHU General Purpose Adhesive.

Card Mount: SF01M-75 Stardream Opal.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Trace the gold ovals 1 and 3 from the diagram on
the next page, including the pattern inside oval 3
(dark gold lines). Transfer these traced lines to the
back of the gold Mirri card and cut out the ovals. To
save waste, the small oval can be cut from the centre
of the large one, as the scalloped paper layer will
cover the missing piece.

Place the small gold oval (3) face down on an em-
bossing mat (or onto an old magazine) and emboss
the pattern (dark gold lines).

Trace ovals 2, 4 and 5 and the dark blue lines in-
side 5. Transfer oval 2 to cream/gold paper, transfer
oval 4 to the pink part of the pink/cream paper. Trans-
fer oval 5 to the cream part of the paper and emboss
the inner (blue) lines as before. Cut out all the pieces.

Glue the large gold oval (1) centrally onto the card
front and add the large scalloped oval (2) over it,
making sure it is centred perfectly. 

Glue the pink oval (4) over the embossed gold oval
(3), then add the small cream, scalloped & embossed
oval (5). Use sticky fixers to stick this onto the card in
the centre of the ovals already in place.

Place twenty roses (XL166U), twelve large leaves
(XL092U) and two stem roses onto the watercolour
paper. Colour these with your chosen inks, paints or
pens – I used cosmic shimmer paints but many other
methods would work just as well. Cut all of these out
to the sticker edges.

Place sixteen of the roses around the scalloped
oval as shown in the photo above. Half the roses have
small leaves on the left, and half on the right, alter-
nate these as you go around and make sure the head
of each rose fits neatly into the scallop with the stem

There are a multitude of roses on
this pretty card, it’s easy to put to-
gether and makes a big impact.
There is something very special
about red roses, for Valentine’s Day
and many other occasions too.

Actual Size
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2

3

4
5

1

Actual Size

pointing 
in to the cen-
tre of the oval. 
When you are happy 
with the layout, stick each 
rose in place. 

Trim the short stem and leaves from the remaining
four rose heads. Stick three large leaves to each cor-
ner of the card and add a rose head using sticky 
fixers. Stick one of the stem roses onto the centre
oval and add the sticker wording alongside it.

The actual size picture (previous page) shows a
small cross section of each oval so you can clearly
see the sticker decoration. Add the narrow borders
around the ovals where shown. 

Add the red diamond gem dots between each rose
scallop, and the red gem dots on each point of the
cream centre scallop around the stem rose. Add 

clear/gold 
dots around 

the leaves on 
the corners as 

shown and tiny gold/clear 
stars on the small gold oval.

Cut a piece of cream parchment paper to make an
insert for the card blank and stick inside the card in
the usual way. The smaller ovals (3,4 & 5) are used to
decorate both panels of the insert too, see below. 

Below left: Ovals 4 & 5 cut from the pink/cream paper
with a line of clear glitter glue to edge them. Add the
stem rose and clear dots as shown.

Below: Ovals 3, 4 & 5 cut from the pink/cream paper.
Gold borders are used for the edges of the two larger
ovals, with clear glitter in place of the embossing. The
wording is added to match the shape of the oval.
Add the red hearts, dots and diamond gems.



Hearts & Flowers
By Mary Hobbs
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Ribbon: 3mm Satin MTR39-70 Ivory and 
7mm Organza MTR14-70 Cream.

Gold Label Stickers: XL664U-01 Corners,
XL654U-01 Glasses, XL218U-01 Anniversary 
and XL499U-01 Hearts.

Silky Red Fabric and Wadding.

Pale Green and Ivory Stranded Cotton.

Embroidery Needle & Ribbon Needle.

Fabric Paint: FP160 Gold.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Double Sided Tape.

Card Mount: AP21U-44 Cream (or AP05U).

Use the diagram on the next page for
colours, those shown red are stitched in
cream organza, and those shown black are
stitched in ivory satin ribbon. Bring the rib-
bon up close to the centre of the wheel and
take it over then under each thread in turn,
working round until all the threads are cov-
ered. At this stage, small single knots of rib-
bon can be placed where a bud is required.

Once all the roses are done, use green
thread to add the stems in stem stitch. Add
the leaves in the positions shown using a
lazy daisy stitch for each leaf. Place the
card aperture over the fabric occasionally
as you work, to check it all fits.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

This design is best worked freehand as it doesn’t
matter exactly where all the pieces fit. Mark the ap-
proximate position of the centre of each of the larger
roses using the diagram below. Make five-spoked
wheels in straight stitches using ivory thread, vary the
sizes so they match the size of the finished roses.

Actual Size

Spider Rose Stitch
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Cut a piece of wadding to the size and shape of
the aperture. Fold the card as usual and place a strip
of double sided tape across the middle of the heart
aperture onto the flap behind. Remove the backing
and stick the heart shaped wadding onto the back
panel, through the aperture before unfolding the card.

Place strips of double sided tape around the back
of the aperture then peel one end of the backing up
and fold it over so a little sticky is showing in a cou-
ple of places. 

Place the stitched fabric face up on a work sur-
face, open the card and lower it over the work. The
folded backing will stop the card sticking until you
have had a chance to align it nicely. 

VARIATIONS:

Above: A change of words is all you need to make
this design perfect for Mother’s Day. I’ve changed the
colours here too, the peach roses are organza ribbon
and the pink are satin ribbon.

Left: Make a fabulous padded Valentine’s Day card
by changing to a traditional mix of deep red and
white with some lovely gold wording and sticker bor-
ders. Shown in an AP23U heart card, but will also fit
into any of the oblong cards mentioned.

Editor’s Note: Mary’s pretty design is shown in the 
old style AP05U heart card (cream cards). It also fits
our brand new cards with new style heart apertures.
These are AP23U (left), and AP21U (145 x 198mm,
not shown), which also has the new style heart.

Actual Size

Press into place then turn the card over, peel off the 
rest of the backing and stick neatly. The satin should be 

smooth but not taut, the wadding will add the tension.

Place double sided tape on the back panel, putting it closely
around the wadding and all around the edges of the panel. Fold
the card so the stitching covers the wadding on the back panel,
pressing firmly as you go. 

Add the two heart peel-offs to the fabric, then add 
the wording and motifs to the card as shown. Using 
the gold fabric paint, add small evenly spaced dots 
around the aperture as shown and allow to dry before 
putting into an envelope or clear bag.



Secret Valentine
By Jill Tuck
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Rubber Stamp: STAMAN62 Art. Elements.

Creative Paper: SR152P White/Red Hearts.

Card: REG02A4 White, CRE01CA4 Red.

Heat Gun: HOT03 and 
Clear Stamp Pad: STP03.

Embossing Powder: EPO21 Candy Red.

4mm Brads: BRA041 Gold. 

2mm Gems: GEM58 Gold.

Deckle Edge Scissors: SCI22.

Craft Knife and Ruler.

6mm Glue Dots: ADH29.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and Mini Fixers.

Card Mount: SF06U-45 Hammer White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Ink the hearts design on the stamp sheet using the
clear pad, and stamp three separate images onto
white card. Ink and stamp the three different mes-
sages used onto white card.

Sprinkle the stamped images with red embossing
powder. Tip and tap the card to make sure the ink is
completely covered, then tap off the excess powder
and scoot it back into the pot. Make sure there are 
no stray dots of powder anywhere as they will really
notice after embossing. 

Emboss the pieces using the heat gun. Keep the
gun about 10cm away from the work and keep it
moving so the work does not get too hot.

Cut a 62mm square from red card. Cut around one
of the embossed heart designs using the deckled
scissors to make a square that fits neatly inside the
red one then glue them together. Place two or three
mini fixers in the centre on the back of the red card,
leaving the backing on for now. 

Cut a large panel of red card to 130mm square,
and a 125mm square from the heart paper. Stick the
paper centrally onto the red square. Making sure you
have most of the hearts on the large panel the right

way up, peel the backing from the fixers and add the
small panel centrally from side to side and about 
2cm down from the top. Make a small slit going
through all the layers at each corner of the small
white panel using a craft knife. Push a brad through
each hole and open out the ends at the back. 

Cut the embossed wording to 11mm wide strips
and trim the ends so the white edge looks even. Cut
strips of red card to 16mm wide to go behind the
wording panels, leave about 15mm of red showing 
at each end. Cut one end to a point, checking the
photo for whether it’s at the start or finish of the
words. Fold the other end of each strip back leaving
about 3mm of red showing. 

Slip each wording strip over the large panel in the
positions shown. Glue the folded ends at the back
and use mini fixers to stick them down onto the front
panel. Add a gold gem to each red point as shown.
Glue this complete panel centrally onto the front of
the card mount.

Cut the other two large hearts out, discarding the
small scattered hearts around them. Curve the sides
of one of the hearts down and add a couple of mini
fixers close to the centre at each side. Stick in place
over the heart on the small panel. Cut the last heart 
in half making jagged edges. Curve to shape and add
to the bottom corner of the card using mini fixers.

The Artistic Elements stamp has lots of
useful artistic bits and pieces including this
lovely heart design and all the wording used
on the card too.



Readers’ Gallery
Inspiration From Our Readers

Below:
Pam Wheeler, Berkshire.
I printed out a clip-art aeroplane
image and gave it a big ‘Happy
Birthday’ banner made from 
organza ribbon and peel-off
sticker letters. The plane is
mounted onto a creative paper
sky with sticky fixers.

Right: Margaret Culpin, Suffolk.
A retirement card with tie-shaped pan-
els. The peel-off stickers and gem dots
have been chosen to match the colours
of the smiley stickers.

Right:
Edna Isherwood, Lancashire.
To make the cherry tree on 
this card I used florist tape to
create the trunk and branches
then added punched blossom
shapes, painted with pearl nail
varnish for a special finish.

Below: Carmelina Billingham, W. Yorks.
A découpage design, mounted onto a
side-stepper card with a printed mes-
sage and lots of die-cut and embossed
button shapes.

Right: Elizabeth Patrick, Fife.
The cute little panel on this card fea-
tures a raised border and car, with small
button wheels. The lettering is cut from
the same paper as the gingham strip.

Above: Sue Dyke, Essex.
A little handbag card made
with lizard paper and a peel-
off sticker handle.

Right:
Rosalind Waite, N. Yorks.
A ‘New Home’ card made
with scraps of card and a 
creative paper background,
finished with bronze peel-off
sticker wording.
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Right: Sheila Wakelin,
Derbyshire.
A mini découpage design
with a peel-off sticker
border and lots of little
extras from the 3D dé-
coupage sheet.

Left:
Linda Wilding, Cambs.
A printed, single fold
card, cut to create a
stylish dress shaped
card. 
I added lots of details to
this card including a rib-
bon belt, peel-off stickers

Left: 
Wendy Lewis, West Glamorgan.
I used a trapeze stencil to cut the cen-
tral panel and added embroidery thread
and bead strands. I punched another
panel and borders to surround the 
centre, then added the découpage and
finished with glitter glue and gem dots.

Right:
Margaret Dickinson, Cumbria.
A side-stepper card with sten-
ciled images, hand lettering
and extra stamped images.

Above: Annette Hartley, 
West Yorkshire.
I made this handbag shaped
card by measuring and draw-
ing the shape onto the back of
an A4 creative card and cutting
it out. The ribbon flowers were
made by sewing running stitch
along one side of the ribbon,
then pulling it tight and tying
the thread off.

Below:
Miss L.P. Scate, 
North Yorkshire.
A rubber stamped teddy
bear design. The card
has been sponged with
the same colour of ink 
to bring out the hemp
embossed texture.

Above: Lorraine Harvey, Essex.
A multi-layered retirement card in
shades of copper, cream and brown.
The die-cut butterfly has been mounted
on two layers of sticky fixers to create
an extra sense of depth. The panel 
at the bottom of the card has been
punched to add depth and texture.
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Left: Joan Dewey, Dorset.
I cut a fan aperture into a textura card blank. The back-
ground is a table napkin covered with acetate and
trimmed with gold decorative thread.

Below:
Kath Lampard, Clwyd.
A deckle edged card, hand cut
to create a heart shape. The
image has been cut to match
the card, and edged with
metallic loop braid. Finished
with star stickers, peel-off
stickers and flowers from the
découpage sheet

Below Right: Santina Wager, Suffolk.
A sweet découpage design with die-cut panels and a 
floral peel-off sticker border.

Left: Joan Warman, Essex.
A two-part easel card design. The left
easel is folded diagonally to display the
image at a different angle.

Below: Linda Davies, Hertfordshire.
I layered up a black card panel with
pale green polka dot paper, olive gros-
grain ribbon and a spring flower topper.
Finished with a die-cut banner.

Right:
Joy Noble, North Somerset.
An 80th birthday card with 
a stitched cupcake design, a
peel-off sticker panel and a
stamped ‘Party’ message.

Above: 
Sarah Lakin, Hampshire.
A stable scene featuring a
horse made from white card
with a grey paper mane and
pencil shading. The brick
background is doll’s house
paper and the nail heads are
peel-off sticker waste.
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